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Abstract
Given an r x r complex matrix T, if T = L/|T| is the polar decomposition of T, then, the Aluthge 
transform is defined by
zkd = |r|1/2i/|r|1/2.
Let A” (T) denote the n-times iterated Aluthge transform of T, i.e. A°(T) = T and A" (T) = A(A"~l(T}}. 
n e I I. We prove that the sequence |/\"(7')|„c'. converges for every r x r diagonalizable matrix T. We 
show that the limit A°°(-) is a map of class C v on the similarity orbit of a diagonalizable matrix, and on 
the (open and dense) set of r x r matrices with r different eigenvalues.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Let H be a Hilbert space and T a bounded operator defined on H whose polar decomposi­
tion is T = IJ|T\. The Aluthge transform of T is the operator A(T) = | T| 1/2CZ | T |1/2. This was 
first studied in [1] in relation with the so-called p-hyponormal and log-hyponormal operators. 
Roughly speaking, the Aluthge transform of an operator is closer to being normal.
The Aluthge transform has received much attention in recent years. One reason is the connec­
tion of the Aluthge transform with the invariant subspace problem. Jung, Ko and Pearcy proved 
in [8] that T has a nontrivial invariant subspace if and only if A(T) does. On the other hand, 
Dykema and Schultz proved in [6] that the Brown measures is unchanged by the Aluthge trans­
form.
Another reason is related with the iterated Aluthge transform. Let A°(T) = T and A"(T) = 
A(A"_1(T)) for every n e N. It was conjectured in [8] that the sequence {A"(T)}„sn converges 
in the norm topology. Although this conjecture was stated for operators on an arbitrary Hilbert 
space, it was corrected and restated for matrices in [9] by Jung, Ko and Pearcy and recently 
extended to finite factors in [6] by Dykema and Schultz. In these spaces, it still remains open 
and there only exist some partial results. For instance, Ando and Yamazaki proved in [3] that the 
conjecture is true for 2 x 2 matrices and Dykema and Schultz in [6] proved that the conjecture 
is true for an operator T in a finite factor such that the unitary part of its polar decomposition 
normalizes an abelian subalgebra that contains |T|. (See [2,14] and [15] for other results that 
support the conjecture in finite factors.)
A result proved independently by Jung, Ko and Pearcy in [9], and by Ando in [2], states 
that, given an r x r matrix T, the limit points of the sequence [A"(T)}„sn are normal matrices 
with the same characteristic polynomial as T. In particular, if the sequence of iterated Aluthge 
transforms converges, the limit function, defined by T lim„_.v A"(T), would be a retraction 
from the space of matrices onto the set of normal operators.
Another important result, concerning the finite dimensional case, states that it is enough to 
prove the conjecture for invertible matrices (see for example [4]). Note that, for an invertible 
matrix T
A(T} = |T|1/2T|T|“1/2.
So the Aluthge transform of T belongs to the similarity orbit of T. This suggests that we can 
study the Aluthge transform restricted to the similarity orbit of some invertible operator.
From that point of view, the diagonalizable case has some advantages. First of all, note that the 
similarity orbit of a diagonalizable operator contains a compact submanifold of fixed points, and 
the sequence [Z1"(T)}„sn goes to this submanifold as n oo. In fact, since T is diagonalizable, 
the similarity orbit of T coincides with the similarity orbit of some diagonal operator D, which 
we denote S(D). Tie unitary orbit of D, denoted by U(D), is a compact submanifold of S(D) 
that consists of all normal matrices in 5(D). Hence Z7(D) is fixed by the Aluthge transform and 
the limits points of the sequence [A" (T)]ne^ belong to U(D). In contrast, for non-diagonalizable 
operators, the similarity orbit does not have fixed points, and the sequence of iterated Aluthge 
transforms goes to points that do not belong to the similarity orbit.
On the other hand, numerical computations, as well as Ando-Yamazaki’s 2x2 computations 
(see [3]), suggest that the rate of convergence of the sequence [A"(r)]„SN, for diagonalizable 
operators T, becomes exponential after some iterations. However, it seems that this behavior is 
not shared by the non-diagonalizable case.
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For these reasons, we decided to study the diagonalizable case. Note that if we restrict the 
Aluthge transform to the similarity orbit of an invertible diagonalizable matrix T, a dynamical 
system approach can be performed.
In fact, we show that for any N <zU(D) there is a local submanifold WSN transversal to U(D) 
characterized by the matrices that converges with an exponential rate to N by the iteration of the 
Aluthge transform. Moreover, the union of these submanifolds forms an open neighborhood of 
U(D) (see Corollary 3.1.2). Thus, since the sequence {A"(r)}„SN goes toward U(D), for some 
no large enough the sequence of iterated Aluthge transforms enters this open neighborhood and 
converges exponentially.
These results follow from the classical arguments of stable manifolds (first introduced inde­
pendently by Hadamard and Perron, see Theorem 2.1.3; for details and general results about the 
stable manifold theorem see [7] or Appendix A at the end of this work). To conclude that, it is 
shown that the derivative of the Aluthge transform in any N e U(D) has two invariant comple­
mentary directions, one tangent to U(D), and other transversal to it, where the derivative is a 
contraction (see Theorem 3.1.1). Using these results, we prove that the sequence {A"(r)}„SN 
converges for every r x r diagonalizable matrix T. We also show that the limit A°°(-) is a map 
of class C°° on the similarity orbit of a diagonalizable matrix, and on the (open and dense) set of 
r xr matrices with r different eigenvalues.
This paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, we collect several preliminary definitions and 
results about the stable manifold theorem, about the geometry of similarity and unitary orbits, and 
about known results on the Aluthge transform. In Section 3, we prove the convergence results 
and we study the smoothness of the limit map T i-> mainly for r x r matrices with
r different eigenvalues. The basic tool, to apply the stable manifold theorem to the similarity 
orbit of a diagonal matrix, is the mentioned Theorem 3.1.1, whose proof, somewhat technical, 
is done in Section 4. In Appendix A, we sketch the proof of the classical version of the stable 
manifold theorem in order to show how it can be modified in our context, where the invariant 
set is a smooth submanifold consisting of fixed points, getting stronger results on the regularity 
conditions of the pre-lamination {V\PN}NeU(D}-
2. Preliminaries
In this paper A4r(C) denotes the algebra of complex r x r matrices, <7Zr(C) the group of all 
invertible elements of A4r(C), Z7(r) the group of unitary operators, and A4*(C) (respectively 
A4"a(C)) denotes the real algebra of hermitian (respectively antihermitian) matrices. Given T e 
A4r(C), R(T) denotes the range or image of T, ker(T) the null space of T, cr(T) the spectrum 
of T, tr(T) the trace of T, and T* the adjoint of T. If v e Cr, we denote by diag(v) e A4r(C) 
the diagonal matrix with v in its diagonal. We shall consider the space of matrices A4r(C) as a 
real Hilbert space with the inner product defined by
<A,B)=Re(tr(B*A)).
The norm induced by this inner product is the so-called Frobenius norm, denoted by || ■ ||2. Along 
this note we also use the fact that every orthogonal projection P onto a subspace 5 of C" induces 
a representation of elements of A4r(C) by 2 x 2 block matrices, that is, we shall identify each 
A e A4r(C) with a 2 x 2 block matrix
An A12A P /An A12A <S
A21 A22 / 1 - P \A2i A22 / «S-*- ’ 
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where An = PAP\S,S, A12 = PA(1 - P)|s± s, A2i = (1 - P)AP\S s± and A22 = 
(1_ P)A(1- P)|s±s±.
On the other hand, let M be a manifold. By means of TM we denote the tangent bundle of 
M and by means of TXM we denote the tangent space at the point x e M. Given a function 
/ e CAM). where r = 1,..., oo, Txf(y) denotes the derivative of / at the point x applied to 
the vector v.
2.1. Stable manifold theorem
In this section we state the stable manifold theorem for an invariant set of a smooth endomor­
phism (see 2.1.4 below). The stable set is naturally defined for a fixed point of an endomorphism, 
as the set of points with positive trajectories heading directly toward the fixed point. This notion 
is the natural extension of the stable eigenspaces of a linear transformation (the ones associated 
to the eigenvectors with modulus smaller than one) into the nonlinear regimen. In fact, a natural 
intuitive approach to the idea of the stable manifold is to consider a fixed point of a smooth 
differentiable map such that the derivative of the map at the fixed point has an absolute value 
smaller than one. In this case, the linear map induced by the derivative is a map that shares the 
same fixed point and such that any trajectory converges by the forward iterate to the fixed point 
with an exponential rate of contraction. Using that the linear map is a “good approximation of the 
map in a small neighborhood of the fixed point,” it follows that the map has the same dynamical 
behavior of its linear part.
A more general approach is based in the techniques known as the graph transform operator. 
This approach can be naturally extended for invariant sets, being almost straightforward when 
the set consists of fixed points. A sketched version of the proof of Theorem 2.1.4, using these 
techniques, is done in Appendix A at the end of this work (see also [7, Theorem 5.5]).
Let M be a smooth Riemann manifold and N c M a submanifold (not necessarily compact). 
Throughout this subsection Tn M denotes the tangent bundle of M restricted to N.
Definition 2.1.1. A Cr pre-lamination indexed by A is a continuous choice of a Cr embedded 
disc Bx through each x e N. Continuity means that N is covered by open sets U in which x Bx 
is given by
Bx = a(x)((-e, e/)
where cr -.U A N Embr((—e, s)k, M) is a continuous section. Note that Embr((—e, s)k, M) 
is a Cr fiber bundle over M whose projection is ¡3 /S(0). Thus cr(x)(0) = x. If the sections
mentioned above are Cs, 1 <s<r,we say that the Cr pre-lamination is of class Cs.
Definition 2.1.2. A pre-lamination is self coherent if the interiors of each pair of its discs meet 
in a relatively open subset of each.
Definition 2.1.3. Let / be a smooth endomorphism of M, p > 0, and suppose that is a 
homeomorphism. Then, N is p -pseudo hyperbolic for / if there exist two smooth subbundles of 
TnM, denoted by £s and T, such that
1. TnM = £s®F-,
2. TN = 2F-,
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3. Both, £s and J", are r/-invariant;
4. Tf restricted to J" is an automorphism, which expands it by a factor greater than p;
5. Txf: £sx £sf{x) has a norm lower than p.
Observe that if N is a p-pseudo hyperbolic compact submanifold of M, then there is a positive 
constant X < 1 such that for every x e N
(1)
where m(-) means the minimum norm. In general, inequality (1) holds locally. If N consists 
of fix points and there is a r/-invariant subbundle £s (of T^M) that complements the tangent 
bundle TN and satisfies that || Txf |fS || < p < 1 for every x e N, then N is p-pseudo hyperbolic 
(also called normally hyperbolic) and inequality (1) holds with A = p. Indeed, note that /|tv is 
the identity, so m(Txf\rxN) = for every x e N and
m(Txf\TxN) P
Theorem 2.1.4 (Stable manifold theorem). Let f be a Cr endomorphism of M with a p-pseudo 
hyperbolic submanifold N with p < 1. Then, there is a f-invariant and self coherent Cr pre­
lamination of class C°, Ws: N Embr((-1,1/, M), such that, for every x e N,
1. Wi(x)(0)=x,
2. Wx = Wi(x)((-1, 1/) is tangent to £x at every x e N,
3. Wx Q{y e M: dist(/"(x), fn(y)) < dist(x, y)pn for every n e N}.
Proof. See the proof in Section A. 1 of Appendix A. □
Corollary 2.1.5 (Smoothness of the stable lamination for a submanifold of fixed points). Let f, 
M and N be as in Theorem 2 A A. Let us assume that any point p in N is a fixed point. Then the 
Cr pre-lamination Ws :N Embr((-1, 1/, M) is of class Cr.
Proof. See Corollary A.4.1 in Appendix A. □
Remark 2.1.6. Observe that, from Theorem 2.1.4, it holds that, for every x e N
TXWS =£s.ix>' yx ^x
If N consists of fixed points, from the regularity conditions of the pre-lamination ¡Hy }tc,v as­
sured by Corollary 2.1.5, we get that, for any x e N, there exists y > 0 such that
B(x, y) c |J Wsx.
xeN
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In other words, it means that IJ t c,v Wj. contains an open neighborhood W(N) of N in M. 
Therefore, condition 3 of Theorem 2.1.4 implies that, for every x e N, there exists an open 
neighborhood U of x (open relative to M) such that
nZ7= {y eZ7: dist(x, /"(y)) < dist(x, y)p"}. (2)
In particular, A = 0 if x y. Moreover, we can assure that the (well-defined) map
p:W(N)^N given by p(a)=x ifaeW’(x) (3)
is of class Cr.
2.2. Similarity orbit of a diagonal matrix
In this subsection we recall some facts about the similarity orbit of a diagonal matrix. Let 
D e A4r(C) be diagonal, with Da = dj, 1 < z < r.
Definition 2.2.1. By means of S(D) we denote the similarity orbit of D:
5(D) = {SDS-1: Se$r(C)}.
On the other hand, U(D) = {UDU*; U e U(r}} denotes the unitary orbit of D. We denote by 
7rz): <7/r(C) -> S(D) c A4r(C) the C°° map defined by 7Td(S) = SDS-1. With the same name 
we note its restriction to the unitary group: rrD :U(r) U(D).
Proposition 2.2.2. The similarity orbit S(D) is a C°° submanifold ofMr(C), and the projec­
tion jtd : 0/r(C) S(D) becomes a submersion. Moreover, U(D) is a compact submanifold of 
S(D), which consists of the normal elements of S(D), and 7tn:U(r) U(D) is a submersion.
For every N = UDU* eU(D), it is well known (and easy to see) that
TnS(D) = = {[A, IV] = AN - NA: AeMr(Q].
In particular
TdS(D) = {AD -DA: A e<Mr(C)}
= e A4r(C): = 0 for every (z, j) such that di =dj{. (4)
Note that,
TnS(D) = {[A,1V] = AN-NA: AeM-(C)}
= {(UBU*)UDU* - UDU*(UBU*}: B e A4r(C)}
= {U\B, DfU* = BD - DB: B e A4r(C)} = U(TdS(D))U*. (5)
On the other hand, since TjU(r) = Marh(jC) = {Ae A4r(C): A* = -A}, we obtain
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TdU(D') = TI(.7tD)(Marh(C)') = {[A, D] = AD - DA: A e A4"a(C)} and
TNU(fD) = {[A, TV] = AN - NA: A e Marh(C)} = U (TdU(D))U* . (6)
Finally, along this paper we shall consider on S(D) (and in ¿Y(D)) the Riemannian structure 
inherited from A4r(C) (using the usual inner product on their tangent spaces). For S,T e 5(D), 
we denote by dist(S, T) the Riemannian distance between S and T (in 5(D)). Observe that, 
for every U e Z7(r), one has that IJS{D)IJ* = S(D) and the map T LJTLJ* is isometric, 
on 5(D), with respect to the Riemannian metric as well as with respect to the || ■ ||2 metric of 
A4r(C).
2.3. Definition and basic facts about Aluthge transforms
Definition 2.3.1. Let T e A4r(C), and suppose that T = U\T\ is the polar decomposition of T. 
Then, we define the Aluthge transform of T in the following way:
A(T} = |T|1/2D|T|1/2.
On the other hand, A"(T) denotes the //-times iterated Aluthge transform of T, i.e.
A°(T) = T; and A"(T) = A(A"_1(T)), n e N.
The following proposition contains some properties of Aluthge transforms which follows eas­
ily from its definition.
Proposition 2.3.2. Lei T eMfiC). Then:
1. A(cT) = cA(T) for every c eC.
2. A(VTV*) = VA(T)V*for every V eU(r).
3. lfT = T^®T2 then A(T) = A(Tf) © A(T2).
4. ||A(T)||2< \\T\\2.
5. T and A(T) have the same characteristic polynomial, in particular, a{A(J")) = &(T).
The following theorem states the regularity properties of Aluthge transforms (see [6]).
Theorem 2.3.3. The Aluthge transform is (|| ■ ||2, || ■ \\2)-continuous in and it is of class
C°° in QlrfC).
Now, we recall a result proved independently by Jung, Ko and Pearcy in [9], and by Ando 
in [2],
Proposition 2.3.4. If T e A4r(C), the limit points of the sequence {A"(T)}„sn are normal. 
Moreover, if L is a limit point, then a (L) = cr(T) with the same algebraic multiplicity.
Finally, we mention a result concerning the Jordan structure of Aluthge transforms proved 
in [4], We need the following definitions.
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Definition 2.3.5. Let T e Mr(Q and /z e a(T). We denote
1. m(T, p) the algebraic multiplicity of the eigenvalue p for T.
1. mo(T, p) = dimker(T - pl), the geometric multiplicity of p.
Proposition 2.3.6. Let T e M.r(jC).
1. IfOea(T), then, there exists n e N such that
m(T, 0) = m0(A"(T), 0) = dimker(A"(T)).
2. For every p e cr(T), mfiT, p) < mo(A(T), p).
Observe that this implies that, if T is diagonalizable (i.e. mo(T, p) = m(T, p) for every p), 
then also A(T) is diagonalizable.
3. The iterated Aluthge transform
3.1. Convergence of the iterated Aluthge transform sequence for diagonalizable matrices
In this section, we prove the convergence of iterated Aluthge transforms for diagonalizable 
matrices. The key tool, which allows to use the stable manifold Theorem 2.1.4, is the following 
theorem, whose proof is rather long and technical. For this reason, we postpone it until Section 4, 
and we continue in this section with its consequences.
Theorem 3.1.1. Let D = diag(di,..., dr) e A4r(C) be an invertible diagonal matrix. The 
Aluthge transform A(-): 5(D) S(D) is a C°° map. For every N e U(D), there exists a sub­
space Esn of the tangent space TNS(D) such that
1.
2.
3.
4.
TNS{D) = £1 *34SN®TNU{D)-
1. H’v is a C°° submanifold ofS(D).
L TnWn=£sn.
3. If kn < p < 1, then disfiA" (T) - N) ¡fdisfiT, N)pn, for every T eH'y.
4. If N2 then A of = 0-
5. There exists an open subset W(D) ofS(D) such that
Both, £SN and TNU(D\ are T A-invarianf,
\\TA\£sn \\^kD< 1, where kD = m^iJ: di^d]------------ >
IfU e U(r) satisfies N = UDU*, then £SN = U(£SD)U*.
In particular, the map U(D) 9 N £SN is smooth. This fact can be formulated in terms of the 
projections Pn onto £SN parallel to T^UtD), N e U(D).
Corollary 3.1.2. Let D = diag(di,. ..,dr) e A4r(C) be an invertible diagonal matrix. Let £SN 
and kd) be as in Theorem 3.1.1. Then, in S(D) there exists a A-invariant C°° pre-lamination 
[yVN}ivetr(D) of class C°° such that, for every N e U(D),
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(a) Z7(D) c W(D) c UWs«(D) W and
(b) the projection p: W(Z>) U(D}, defined by p(T) = NifT e Wn, is of class C°°.
Proof. By Theorem 3.1.1, for every ko < p < 1, U(D) is p-pseudo hyperbolic for A (see Defi­
nition 2.1.3), and it consists of fixed points. Thus, by Corollary 2.1.5 and Remark 2.1.6, we get a 
C°° and A-invariant pre-lamination of class C°°, which satisfies all the properties
of our statement. □
In order to prove the convergence of iterated Aluthge transforms for diagonalizable matrices, 
we first reduce the problem to the invertible case. In [4] it was proved that if the sequence of 
iterated Aluthge transforms converges for every invertible matrix, then it converges for every 
matrix. In our case, we need to prove that if the sequence of iterated Aluthge transforms con­
verges for every diagonalizable invertible matrix, then it does for every diagonalizable matrix. 
The proof of the second statement is essentially the same as the previous one, but, for the sake of 
completeness, we include its proof.
Lemma 3.1.3. If the sequence {Am(S)}mSN converges for every diagonalizable invertible matrix 
S e Mr (C) and every r e N, then the sequence [Am (T)}mSN converges for every diagonalizable 
matrices T e Mr (C) and every r e N.
Proof. Let T e A4r(C). As we have observed after Proposition 2.3.6, if T is diagonaliz­
able, then A(T) is also diagonalizable. So, if we begin with a diagonalizable matrix T, then 
every element of the sequence {Am(T)}mSN is diagonalizable. By Proposition 2.3.6, we can 
also assume that m(T, 0) = rmfiT, 0). Note that, in this case, ker(A(T)) = ker(T) because 
ker(T) ç ker(A(T)) and m(A(T), 0) = m(T, 0). On the other hand, R(A(Tj) ç 7?(|T|) so that 
R(A(Tj) and ker(A(T)) are orthogonal subspaces. Thus, there exists a unitary matrix U such 
that
UA(T)U* = S 0 \0 0/
where S e MS(C) is invertible and diagonalizable (s =n- m(T, 0)). Since for every m > 2
Am(T) = U* Am~\S)0
the sequence (Am(T)} converges, because the sequence [Am 1 2(S)} converges by hypothe­
sis. □
1. The set Uwe«(D) contains an open neighborhood W(D) of Z7(Z>) in S(D).
2. If kD < p < 1, then ||A"(A) — TV ||2 < dist(A"(A) - N) < dist(A, N)pn, for every A e Wa?.
Theorem 3.1.4. Let T e A4r(C) be a diagonalizable matrix. Then {An(T)}ne^ converges.
Proof. Using Lemma 3.1.3, we can assume that T is invertible. Then, T e S(D) for some in­
vertible diagonal matrix D. By Corollary 3.1.2 and Remark 2.1.6, we get on S(D) a C°° and 
A-invariant pre-lamination of class C°°, denoted by {Ww}we«(D), such that
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On the other hand, by Proposition 2.3.4, there exists m e N such that A = Am(T) e 
Uwe«(D) Wn- Thus, for n > m, An(T~) = An~m(A) N, where N & U(D) is the unique
element of U(D} such that A e Wn- □
Remark 3.1.5. From Theorem 3.1.4 it can be deduced Ando and Yamazaki’s result on the con­
vergence of the iterated Aluthge sequence for 2 x 2 matrices. Indeed, in A42(C), the spectrum of 
matrices uncovered by Theorem 3.1.4 must be a singleton. Therefore, by Proposition 2.3.4, the 
iterated Aluthge sequence for those matrices has only one limit point. So, it converges.
Proposition 3.1.6. Let D e A4r(C) be diagonal and invertible. Then the sequence {A" j,/e|. re­
stricted to the similarity orbit S(D), converges uniformly on compact sets to a C°° limit function 
A“ :S(D) -+ U(D). In particular, A“ is a retraction from S(D) onto U(D).
Proof. Let A00 be the limit function, which exists by Theorem 3.1.4. We can apply Corol­
lary 3.1.2, and we shall use its notations. Fix T e S(D). By Proposition 2.3.4 there exists k e N 
such that Ak{T) e W(D). By the continuity of A (■), there exists a neighborhood U of T such that 
Ak(U) c W(Z>). Hence, if p is the projection defined in Corollary 3.1.2, A°°\u = (p o Akfy, 
which proves that the map A00 is C°° at T.
On the other hand, to prove that the convergence of {A"(-)}„sn is uniform on compact sets, 
suppose that U has compact closure, and denote by
C = sup{dist(A*(S), A°°(Sf)-. SeU],
Fix e > 0 and take mo > k such that Ck”^~k < e. Then, using (4) of Corollary 3.1.2, for every 
m mo and every Sell
dist(Am(S) — A00^)) =dist(Am_*(A*(S)) - A°° (Ak(Sf)) < e.
This proves that for every T e S(D) there exists a neighborhood of T where the convergence 
is uniform. Therefore, by standard arguments, it follows that the convergence is uniform on 
compact sets. □
Remark 3.1.7. Let D e Mr (C) be diagonal but not invertible. If T e 5(Z>), by arguments similar 
to those used in the proofs of Lemma 3.1.3 and Proposition 3.1.6 it can be proved that A(T) e 
5(D), and the map A00^^) :5(D) U(D) is a retraction of class C°°.
3.2. Smoothness of the map T A°°(T) on
Let 7?*(C) be the set of diagonalizable and invertible matrices in A4r(C) with r different 
eigenvalues (i.e. every eigenvalue has algebraic multiplicity equal to one). Observe that T>* (C) is 
an open dense subset of Mr (C) and it is invariant by the Aluthge transform. If A00 (■) denotes the 
limit of the sequence of iterated Aluthge transforms, which is defined on the set of diagonalizable 
matrices by Theorem 3.1.4, we shall show that T i-> A°°(T) is of class C°° on 7?*(C). The proof 
of this result essentially follows the same lines as Proposition 3.1.6. For this reason, we expose a 
sketched version of the proof, where we only point out the main differences.
We already know that the map A°°(-) is of class C°° if it is restricted to the orbits 5(T) for 
any T e 7?*(C). In order to study the behavior of this map outside the orbit of T, we need to 
define the following sets: let D e 7?*(C) be a diagonal matrix and let e > 0; then
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B(D, e) = {D' e D*(C): D' is diagonal and \\D - D'\\2 < e};
5(D,e) = {SD'S-1: D’ e £(£>, e) and S e 0/r(C)} = [J 5(D');
D'eB(D,s)
U(D, e) = {UD’U*-. D’ e B(D, e) and U e U(r}} = [J U(D’}.
The set S(D,e) is invariant for A(-) and it is also open in <7/r(C) for e small enough. Since 
D e D*(C), it can be proved that U(D, e) is a smooth submanifold of A4r(C), and it con­
sists of the fixed points of S(D,e). For each N &U(D,£), if {2V}Z denotes the subspace 
{A e A4r(C): AN = NA}, the tangent space TNU(D, e) can be decomposed as TNU(D, e) = 
TnU(D) ® {N}'. Then, TNS(D, e) = A4r(C) can be decomposed as
TnS(D, £) = TnS(D) ® {N}' = (£sn ® TnU(D)) ® {N}' = £SN ® TNU(D, e), (7)
where the subspaces £SN are the same as those constructed in Theorem 3.1.1. Since D e D*(C) 
then, with the notations of Theorem 3.1.1, p = rm&Die^De)kD' < 1 for e small enough. Also, 
for every N e U(D, e),
1. Both £sn and TNU(D, e), are TN A -invariant;
2. ||TnA 1^ || < p < 1, and Tn A\Tnu(Db) is the identity map of TNU(D, e).
The distribution of the subspaces £SN is still smooth, since the (oblique) projection EN onto £SN 
parallel to TnU(D, e) moves smoothly on U(D, e). A brief justification of these facts can be 
found in the following remark:
Remark 3.2.1. Let d = Consider the open discs U = [z e C: |z| < p + d} and V = 
{zeC: |1 - z\ < d}, which have disjoint closures. By Eq. (7), and items 1 and 2 of the pre­
vious discussion, one can deduce that the spectrum of TnA is contained in U U V for every 
N e U(D, s). Moreover, if f -,U U V C is the holomorphic map / = ^¿/ (the characteristic 
map of Z7), then EN = f(TNA) for every N e U(D, £')AtM(U'JV') = {T e A4r2(C): cr(T) c 
U U V}, which is an open subset of Mp (C), then the map
_M(7/U V) 9 7’h^/( 7’j is of class C°°
(see Theorem 5.16 of Kato’s book [10]). Therefore, the distribution U(D,£) 3 N EN = 
f(TNA.) is of class C°°. A similar type of argument can be used to show that U(D,£) is a 
smooth submanifold of A4r(C), for e small enough.
Proposition 3.2.2. The map A^C) is of class C°° on and the sequence {A"(-)}„sn,
restricted to T>* (C), converges uniformly on compact sets to A“ (■).
Proof. Let T e D*(C), denote N = A°°(T) and let D e D*(C), a diagonal matrix such that 
N e U(D). We can apply Theorem 2.1.4 to the pair U(D, e) c S(D, e), for e small. From now 
on, the proof follows the same steps as the proofs of Corollary 3.1.2 and Proposition 3.1.6. □
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4. Proof of Theorem 3.1.1
4.1. Matricial characterization of Tn A
Throughout this section we fix an invertible diagonal matrix D e A4r(C) whose diagonal 
entries are denoted by (¿1,.. .,dn). For every j e {1,..., n}, let dj = elSi \dj | be the polar 
decomposition of dj, where f)j e [0, 2tt], Recall from Eq. (4) that the tangent space TdS(D) 
consists on those matrices X e A4r(C) such that Xjj = 0 if di = dj.
Definition 4.1.1. Given A, B e A4r(C), A o B denotes their Hadamard product, that is, if 
A = (Ay) and B = (B^), then (A o Bfij = AijBij. With respect to this product, each matrix 
A e A4r(C) induces an operator <Fa on A4r(C) defined by ^a(B) = A o B, B e A4r(C).
Remark 4.1.2. Note that, by Eq. (4), the subspace TdS(D) reduces the operator &A, for every 
A e A4r(C). This is the reason why, from now on, we shall consider all these operators as acting 
on TdS(D). Restricted in this way, it holds that
||^aII = sup{||A o B||2: B e TdS(D) and ||B||2 = 1} = max |Aiy-1.
di ^dj
Let P>e and Pjm be the projections defined on TdS(D) by
I
PsRe(B) = —— and Pfm{B) =—-—.
That is, /’-e (respectively Pjm) is the restriction to TdS(D) of the orthogonal projection onto 
the subspace of hermitian (respectively antihermitian) matrices. Observe that, for every K e 
A4"a(C) (i.e., such that K* = -K) and B e A4r(C) it holds that
o P^fiB') = Pjm{K o B) and K o Pjm{B) = P^fiK o B). (8)
Denote by Qd the orthogonal projection from TdS(D) onto ( 77>ZV( /9 ))-1-.
Lemma 4.1.3. Let J, K e A4r(C) be the matrices defined by
jq   i l^y — dj | sgn(j — i) if di dj, _  i {dj — dfiK- if di dj,
!>_l0 ifdi=dj ifdi=dj,
for 1 < i, j < r. Then
1. For every A e A4r(C), AD — DA = J o K o A.
2. It holds that Qd = '1'j Am1 ■
3. If H e A4*(C) {i.e., if II = H\ then Qd^h = <Th Qd-
Proof. 1. It is enough to note that {J o Kfij = dj — di and {AD — DAfij = {dj — dfiAij.
2. Since | | = 1 for every 1 < z, j < r, the operator <Pj is unitary in (A4r(C), || ■ ||2). Hence,
'Tj is an orthogonal projection. Recall that
TdU{D') = {AD -DA: Ae A4^(C)}.
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By Eq. (8), = 'PkPrc- Then, given X = AD - DA e TdU(D),
PjPimPf\X) = PjP^P-^PjPkA) = PjPImPK(A) = PjPrPMA) = 0.
So, TdU(D) c keri'L/ /’„pL/1). But, AvcciTdU{D) = dim keri'L//’„pL/1). Therefore, we have 
that Qd = Pj P^Pf1.
3. It is clear that PhPj = PjPh- On the other hand, since H is hermitian, Ph also commutes 
with the projection P[m. □
Remark 4.1.4. Let N e U(D) and let Qn be the orthogonal projection from TnS(D) onto 
(TnIP DyA. Then Tn A has the following 2x2 matrix decomposition
(9)
because Tn A behaves as the identity on TnU(D). The next proposition gives a characterization 
of the significant parts A^v = Qn(TnA)Qn and A^n = (I - Qn)(TnA)Qn in the case N = D.
Proposition 4.1.5. Let Qd be the orthogonal projection onto (TotHD))-1-. Then there exists 
H e Alr(C) such that, if Hi = P^eÇH) and Hz = Pfm(H),
Qd(TdA)Qd = Qd'PhiQd and (I - Qd)(TdA)Qd = (1 - QdVPh2Qd-
Moreover, the matrix Hi can be characterized as
(1 +ei^-0/))|j;|l/2|j.|l/2
1^ I+ 1^'1
for every 1 < i, j < r. (10)
Proof. Fix a tangent vector X = AD — DA e TdS(D), for some A e Ajr(C). Then
TpA(X) = —A(etADe~tA) 
dt
Let y(t) = (etADe tA)*(etADe tA) = e tA*D*etA*etADe tA. In terms of y, we can write the 
curve A(etADe~tA) in the following way
A(etADe~tA) = y 1/4(i)(ezA£>e“M)y“1/4(i).
So, using that (y 1/4)'(0) = —y 1/4(0)(y1/4)'(0)y 1/4(0) (which can be deduced from the 
identity y1/4y_1/4 = 7), we obtain
TdA(X) = (y1/4)'(0)Dy-1/4(0) + y1/4(0)(AD - DA)y“1/4(0)
= (y1/4)'(0)D|D|“1/2 + |D|1/2(AD - £>A)|£>|“1/2
- |D|1/2D|D|“1/2(y1/4)'(0)|D|“1/2
= ((y1/4)'(0)D - D(y1/4)'(0))|D|“1/2 + |D|1/2(AD - DA)|D|“1/2.
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If we define the matrices L, N e A4r(C) by
My = i^-r1/2,
L!y = |j!i1/2i^-r1/2,
and take J, K e Mr(C) as in Lemma 4.1.3, then
TDA(X) = No(JoKo (y 1/4)'(0)) + L o (J o K o A).
Now, we need to compute (y1/4)'(0). Firstly, we shall compute (y1/2)'(0), and then we shall 
repeat the procedure to get (y1/4)'(0). Using the identity y 1/2y1/2 = y, we get
y1/2(y1/2)/+(y1/2)'y1/2 = y/.
If A = y1/2(0), B = -y1/2(0) and Y = y'(0), we can rewrite the above identity in the following 
way
A(y1/2)'(0) - (y1/2)'(0)B = Y.
Therefore, (y 1^2)/ is the solution of Sylvester’s equation AX — XB = Y. Using the well-known 
formula for this solution (see [5, Theorem VII.2.3]), it holds that
do do
(yl/2y(0) = I e~tAYetB dt = I
0 0
In the same way, we get
(yi/4y(0) = I e-^1/4(0)(yl/2y (0)e-^1/4(0) dt 
0
y'(O)e-i)/1/2(o) e-i//4(0) dt
do do
e-^X"^+s^l2^y'^e-^X"^+s^l2^dsdt.
Finally, as y (0) = |D|2, we obtain
(0)
0 0
do do
So, if M e A4r(C) is the matrix defined by
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/(O) = -A*D*D + D*A*D + D*AD - D*DA = 2D*P^e(A)D - (D*DA + A*D*D)
= 2D*PRe(A)D - (£>*£> TWA) + P^WD'D) - (£>*£>PIm(A) - Plm(A)D*D).
Let R,T+,T~ e A4r(C) be the matrices defined by
Rij=2didj, T^ = \di\2+\dj\2, and 7).“ = |Jy|2 - |J;|2, 1 < i, j < r.
Then, /(O) can be rewritten in the following way
/(0) = R o W(A) - T+ o TWA) + T~ o PIm(A).
In consequence, TdA(AD - DA) can be characterized (in terms of A) as
TDA(X) = NoJoKoMo[(R-T+')° TWA) + T~ o TWA)] + L0J0K0A.
Now, we shall express TdA(X) in terms of X = J o K o A. Recall that, since K* = —K, then 
Pim'I'K = 'PkPrc by Eq. (8). Therefore,
TdA(X) = MoNo(R-T+')oJo Pfm(K o A)
+ MoNoT-oJo P^K o A) + L o (J oKo A)
= M o N o (R - T+) o (VjP^-^IX)
+ M o N o T~ o (>PjPRe'R-1')(X) + L o (X).
Then, since 'P/ P m'PJ} = Qd by Lemma 4.1.3,
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TDA(X) = (M o N o (R - r+) + L) o Qd(X)
+ (M o N o T~ + L) o (I — Qd)(X).
Define H = MoNo(R — T+) + L. Then
|^|1/2|^|-1/2
, , , |_i/2 2jiJy-(|Ji|2+l^|2)
7 (|J!|i/2 + |^|i/2)(|J!| + \d}\)
\di I\dj I V2 + \di I3/2 + \di I V2\dj | + Uidj\dj | -1/2 _ |Jy. 13/2
(|J;|1/2+l^|1/2)(l^l + l^l)
x 2 7^'l^yl 1/2 ~ |^y|3/2
(|J;|1/2+l^|1/2)(l^l + l^l)’
On the other hand,
(MoAlor- + L)!y = |J;|1/2|^r1/2
1/2 K-I^-I2
+ l 31 (|^|l/2+ |Jy I 1/2) (1^1 + |Jy|)
= |Jyr1/2(|Ji|1/2 +|Jy|1/2 _ l^-l1/2) = 1.
Therefore, we get that TqA(X') = (HQd + (/ - 2z>))(X). Given Y e R(Qd),
Qd(TdA)Qd(Y) = Qd(H o T) = (VjP^-^H o Y)
= | J o (H o <P~1(Y) - (H o ^(T))*)
= | J o (H o <PJ~1(Y) + H* o «/^(K))
= JoMo ^(Y) = PRe(H)oY = Qd^h^Y).
Analogously,
(I ~ Qd)(TdA)Qd(Y) = (I- Qd)(H o Y) = o Y)
= | J o (H o <P~1(Y) + (H o ^(T))*)
= | J o (H o <PJ~1(Y) - H* o «/^(K))
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= J O P^H) O ^(Y) = P^H) oY = (I — QdWp^h^Y).
So, Eq. (10) holds. Moreover,
1/ did;\dj |-1/2 — \dj |3/2 did; \di |-1/2 — \di |3/2 \
- 2 V+2(|^'+^|./2>M+I^ +1+2
_ x didj\dj\~il'2 - \dj\2!'2 + didj\di\~il'2 - \dj\2l2
(|J;|1/2+l^l1/2)(l^l + l^l)
[d^dj^ +\dj\\dj\V2 +~didj\dj\-v2 + didj\di\-V2
(|J;|1/2 + l^l1/2)(l^l + l^l)
I |1/21 dj |1/2 (| di | !/2 + \dj | !/2 + el -^[di^ + ei <dj-e^\dj\V2)
~ (|J;|1/2 + l^l1/2)(l^l + l^l)
= l^l + l^l ’
which completes the proof. □
Corollary 4.1.6. Given N e U(D), consider the matrix decomposition
as in Remark 4.1.4. Then HA1//II < max/j; d^dj |d;|+|dy| < 1
Proof. Let N = UDU* e U(D), for some U e U(r). Then,
TnA = Adu(TDA)Ad^1 and Qn = Adu(Qn)Ad^1.
Since Ady : TdS(D) -+ TNS(D) is an isometric isomorphism, it holds that
l|Aw|| = || Qn(TnA)Qn || = ||Ad[/(2£)(T£)Zl)2£))Ad[/11| = || Qd(TdA)Qd\\ = ||Aid
Take the self adjoint matrix Hi given by Proposition 4.1.5. Hence,
II Aid II < II maxJ, j • dj j
|1 + ed0j-00||J;|l/2|Jy.|l/2 
14'1 + 1^1
On the other hand, by the triangle inequality and the arithmetic-geometric inequality,
\l+ei^-^\\di\V2\dj\V2 < 2\di\V2\dj\V2 < i
l^l + l^l " \d, | + |Jy| "
Note that the equality holds only if 0j = 0,- mod (2?r) and \d{ | = \dj |, that is, if di = dj. Hence, 
the maximum is strictly lower than one. □
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Remark 4.1.7. It is easy to see, using Lemma 4.1.3 and Eq. (10), that TdA is invertible, and 
therefore A is a local diffeomorphism near D, if and only if — 1 for every i, j. The
last condition means that there are no pairs di, dj such that dt ■ dj e R<0.
4.2. The proof
Now we rewrite the statement of Theorem 3.1.1 and conclude its proof:
Theorem. The Aluthge transform A(-): S(D) S(D) is a C°° map, and for every N e U(D), 
there exists a subspace £SN in the tangent space TnS(D) such that
1.
2.
3.
4.
TNS(D) = £sN®TNU(Df,
Both, £SN and TNU(D\ are TN A-invarianf, gl(aig(dj)_aig(di)) 2
IITNA1^ II < kD < 1, where kD = voaxij- di^dj '
IfU e Z7(r) satisfies N = UDU*, then £SN = U(£SD)U*.
\di |+|rfj I
In particular, the map 11(D) s N £SN is smooth. This fact can be formulated in terms of the 
projections Pn onto £SN parallel to TnU(D), N e U(D).
Proof. Fix N = UDU* e U(D). By Corollary 4.1.6, ||AiW|| < 1, so the operator I - acting 
on R(QN) is invertible. Let £SN be the subspace defined by
y
-Ä2n(I - AiN~)~iy y e R(Qn)
where Qn, as in Corollary 4.1.6, is the orthogonal projection onto (^¿/(D))-1-. A straightfor­
ward computation shows that
I
-A2n(I - Ain)-1
0\ Qn
Of I - Qn 
is a projection onto £SN parallel to TnU(D). Therefore
TnU(D) = £sn® TnU(D).
Moreover, since Tn A = Aâu(.Ti)A')Aâui, Qn = Adr/iO/LAd,,1, and Pn can be written as
Pn = Qn - (I - Qn)(TnA)Qn(J - Qn(TnA)Qn) ìQn,
it holds that
Pn = Ad,/(/’»(Ad,,1.
This shows that £SN = U(£SD)U* as we desired. On the other hand,
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I
-A2n(I - Ain)-1
= ( A
\A2n(-A1n)
and
Qn(TnA) {-A2N(I -AiaO“1 o)U i) {_A2n(I-AiN^AiN
So, QNTNA = TnAQn. This implies that both subspaces, £SN and TNU(D), are invariant 
for Tn A. Clearly, Tn A restricted to TnU(D) is the identity. Hence, it only remains to prove 
that (TnA.)^ has a norm lower or equal to kr). Observe that it is enough to make the esti­
mation at TdS(D). Indeed, for every X e £SN, it holds that TnA(X') = Adu(TuA)A<ig1(X), 
Ady1(X) e £sd, and Ad,/ is an isometric isomorphism from TdS(D) onto TnS(D).
So, let Y = (_A2D{IlAwrly) e £SD.men
(rDA)(r)||2 y-A2d(I - Aiu)~iy
2
2
Ati>(y)
A2D(y) — A2d(I — AiD)_1(y)
2
2
Atz>Cy)||| + || A2D(y) - A2d(I - ^tz>) 1 (t) |||
< k2D|| ||i + ||-A2DA1D(I - AnjT^y) Hl
where the inequality holds because, by Corollary 4.1.6, || Am|| < ko. On the other hand, by 
Lemma 4.1.3, we know that Qd= Qd'I'Hx ■ So, using Proposition 4.1.5, we obtain
||-A2z>Aiz)(7 - AiD)~ 1 (y)||2 = || — (Z — Qd^h^Qd'Thx Qd((J - Aiz>)_1(y)) |||
= || (I ~ QdYTh2 Qd((J ~ Awr\y)) |||
< 11^ ll2||-(I - QdYTh2 Qd((.i - Awr\y)) III
= k2D\\-A2D(I — Ai£))_1(y) J]2.
Therefore
(rDA)(y)||2 <k2Dhii + k2D\\-A2D(I - AijD)-1(y)||| = k2DIiriii
The smoothness of the map IT(D) 9 N i-> £SN follows from item 4 and the existence of Cœ local 
cross sections for the map ttq '-U(r) U(D), which exist by Proposition 2.2.2. For example, if
aD -.U U(r) is such a section near D, then by item 4 and Eq. (6)
Pn =AdaD{N)PDAdaD{N)*, N eU.
This completes the proof. □
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Appendix A. Stable manifold theorem
Let f be a smooth endomorphism of a Riemannian manifold and let N be an /-invariant sub­
manifold of M. Under the conditions of Theorem 2.1.4 we can suppose that the tangent bundle 
at N can be splitted in two D/-invariant subbundles, one given by the tangent bundle of N and 
the other is contracted by Df (see Definition 2.1.3). In this case, as it holds for fixed points, it is 
proved that for each point x in N there is a transversal smooth submanifold to N containing x 
and characterized by the points that converges asymptotically to the orbit of x. The union of these 
submanifolds conforms a foliation in a neighborhood of N (also called pre-lamination). This is 
the statement of Theorem 2.1.4, which is obtained using a classical technique in dynamical sys­
tems known as the graph transform operator (see Eq. (A.l)). This stable foliation has smooth 
leaves but in general is only continuous. However, if certain conditions over the TN/-invariant 
splitting are also satisfied, then it can be proved that the foliation is smooth. This result is a conse­
quence of the Cr-section theorem (stated here as Theorem A.2.3 in Section A.2). Moreover, the 
Cr-section theorem can be reformulated in a suitable version useful for our goals. This version 
is stated in Theorem A.3.1; in particular, in the statement we explicit which condition should be 
satisfied by the TNf -invariant splitting (see inequality (A.4)). To obtain this reformulation it is 
necessary to show that the graph transform operator introduced as a tool in the proof of the stable 
manifold theorem verifies certain properties. Therefore, and also for the sake of understanding 
for the reader, we give a sketch of the proof of the stable manifold theorem.
In our context, we want to apply the previous result for the case that the invariant submanifold 
consists of fixed points. Therefore, we need to show that the hypothesis of Theorem A.3.1 are 
fulfilled when we deal with a submanifold of fixed points. This is done in Theorem A.4.1.
A.l. Proof of Theorem 2.1.4
Sketch of the proof. The proof is based mainly on the use of the graph transform operator, 
which basically consists in the following: in a neighborhood of any point x e N we consider the 
exponential map expt.: (TxM)r M where (TxM)r is the ball of radius r in TXM, and we take 
the sets
£sx(r) = exp(^ n (TxM)r), A/) = exp^ n <JxMf).
Then take r small and consider the space of pre-lamination a such that, for each x e N, the 
map ax '.£x(r) Afr) is smooth (in what follows, to avoid notation we simply note these 
subbundles with £x and 2FX). Then take the operator which roughly speaking transforms one pre- 
lamination into another one such that its images are related in the following way (see Eq. (A.l) 
below for details):
a a such that irnage(Tt ) = /_1(image(cr/(x))) n Br(x).
The goal is to prove that this operator is a contractive operator and so it has a fixed point. Later, 
it is shown that this fixed point corresponds to the stable lamination. If / is a diffeomorphism, 
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then we can obtain an explicit formula for the graph transform: let
and
where px is the projection on A and px is the projection on Ax. Take
cr(AA),
the set of Cr maps from A to Ac and consider the space
Cr’°(A, A) = {a : N -+ Cr (A, Av)},
i.e.:  for each x e N we take ax e Cr(£sx, Ac) and we assume that x ax moves continuously 
with x. Note that Crfi(£s, A) can be identified with the trivial vector bundle over N given by 
N x {Cr(A, Ac)}xsx- Using this identification, the graph transform operator takes the following 
form:
AAA = (A1 ° (i^ A«)) ° (A2 ° (id, A))"1^. (A.l)
On the other hand, if / is an endomorphism, the graph transform can be defined implicitly. In 
any case, to show that the graph transform is contractive operator the following remark is used:
Remark A.1.1. The Lipschitz constant of the graph transform operator is smaller than k where 
X is the constant that bounds (see inequality 1 in Definition 2.1.3). In fact, to prove
that it is enough to show that graph transform operator associated to / is close to the graph 
transform operator ifN f associated to TNf and that /. is an upper bound for Lip(TA/)■ The 
graph transform operator associated to the derivative of / acts on the space L(£s, tF) which is 
the bundle of linear maps from £s into A. Using the splitting £s ® A, we can write T^f in the 
following way:
TNf =
A
0
0
D
where A = and D = f\^. Hence, if P e L(£s,tF), then rrNf(P) is defined as
rw(P) = D-1oPoA. (A.2)
In particular, it follows that
Lip(Ur^y) =
IIA || 
m(D)
IIA AHI 
m(TNf | yr)
Later, it is shown that the graph transform / y is close to Ay,y and so the remark follows.
From Remark A. 1.1, we conclude that Uy is a contractive operator with the Lipschitz constant 
bounded by X. □
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A.2. Cr-section theorem
The goal in what follows is to prove that the pre-lamination obtained in Theorem 2.1.4 is 
smooth. To do that, the following general theorem is used. In the following appendix, we show 
how to adapt it for proving the smoothness of the pre-lamination and we will address the partic­
ular case of a submanifold of fixed points.
Definition A.2.1. Let 77: E -+ X be a vector bundle with a metric space base X. We say that a 
metric d on E is admissible if:
1. It induces a norm on each fiber;
2. There is a Banach space A such that the product metric on X x A induces d on E;
3. The projection of X x A onto E is of norm 1.
Without loss of generality we can assume that E = X x A.
Definition A.2.2. Let 77: E -+ X be a vector bundle with a metric space base X, with an admis­
sible metric on E. Let Xo be a subset of X and D be the disc bundle of radius C in E, where 
C > 0 is a finite constant. Let Do be the restriction of D to Xo; Do = D n 77_1(Xo). Let h be a 
continuous map of Xo into X. We say that F: Do -> D is a map which covers h, if
77 o F = h.
Theorem A.2.3 (Cr -section theorem). Let TI:E X be a vector bundle over the metric 
space X, with an admissible metric on E. Let Xo be a subset of X and D be the disc bun­
dle of radius C in E, where C > 0 is a finite constant. Let Do be the restriction of D to Xo; 
Do = D n 77_1(Xo). Let h be an overflowing continuous map ofXo into X, that is Xo C h(Xo). 
Let F .Do D be a map which covers h. Suppose that there is a constant k, 0 s' A'o < 1, such 
that for all x e Xo, the restriction of F to the fiber over X, F> \ D,: Dh{x), is Lipschitz with a 
constant at most k. Them.
1. There is a unique section a : Xo Do such that F (image ofa)(~\Do = image of a.
2. If X, Xo and E are Cr-manifolds with bounded derivatives, h and F are Cr-functions and 
the Lipschitz constant p of h~x satisfies
kpr < 1, (A.3)
then it follows that a is Cr.
The previous theorem corresponds to Theorem 5.18 of [12] (see p. 58) and [13] (see p. 44).
Remark A.2.4. Observe that in the previous theorem, it is not assumed that the manifolds have 
to be compact.
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A.3. Application to the smoothness of the stable lamination
Theorem A.3.1 (Smoothness of the stable lamination). Let f be a Cr endomorphism of M with 
a p-pseudo hyperbolic submanifold N with p < I. Let W :N Embr ((-1, 1/, M) be the Cr 
pre-lamination of class C°, introduced in Theorem 1AA. Ifm(-) denotes the minimum norm, and
IIWIHI 
m(TNf |jr) (A.4)iiWMir«a<i
then Ws: UT\N Embr((-1, 1/, M) is a Cr pre-lamination of class Cr.
Sketch of the proof. In the hypothesis of Theorem A.2.3 we consider X = M, Xo = N, E = 
M x {Cr(£x, fix)}xeN (i.e.: the pairs (x, ax) such that ax '-¿x ^x), h = f~l, Do = N x
{Cr(£x, fi)}XSN and F(x, cr) = (/(x), Tf) where Tf is the graph transform operator associated 
to f, which is C. From Remark A.1.1 it follows that Lip(F) is close to ■ On the other
hand, it is immediate that Lip(/z_1) = Lip(/) = || T^f ||. Therefore, if (A.4) holds, then
Lip(/)rLip(/y) < 1.
So, the inequality (A.3) holds and we can apply Theorem A.2.3. □
A.4. Application to a compact submanifold of fixed points
Now we show that we can apply A.3.1 to the case of a submanifold of fixed points.
Corollary A.4.1 (Smoothness of the stable lamination for a submanifold of fixed points). Let f, 
M and N be as in Theorem 2.1.4. Let us assume that any point p in N is a fixed point. Then Cr 
pre-lamination Ws :fif Embr((-1,1)\ M) is of class Cr.
Proof. Observe that Txf\:F = Id. Therefore 
IITwf If» II
m(TNf 177) TNf\r\\r =\\TNf\^ < 1,
and so it follows that Ws '.U O N -> Embr((—1, 1/, M) is a Cr pre-lamination of class Cr, by 
Theorem A.3.1. □
Remark A.4.2. Similar results to the previous one are obtained in [11], In that paper, it is shown 
that the stable foliation is C1 assuming a similar condition to (A.4) for the context of partial 
hyperbolic systems.
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